


We have marked the items we can offer 
alternatives for and the ones we can’t modify.

The menus cannot be split and served as 
partially containing gluten and partially 

gluten-free – all parties
will need to have the same options as shown in 

the menu.

Please see our allergen statements for further 
guidance. 

The soy sauce on the table contains gluten.
We have a Tamari (gluten free soy) 

available on request.

Whilst we aim to prevent cross contamination, 
unfortunately the risk of this does still remain 
as our kitchens handle a number of different 

allergens. Therefore we cannot guarantee that 
traces of an allergen are not present.

NON GLUTEN CONTAINING 
INGREDIENTS MENU

alternative offered no alternative or 
replaced if on a 

set menu



Kisami wasabi
will be removed



Kataifi topping
will be removed





Kisami wasabi
will be removed









Kataifi topping
will be removed

Kisami wasabi
will be removed







Kisami wasabi will be 
removed, kataifi will 
be replaced with root 
vegetable crisps



The tempura prawn will be replaced 
with fresh prawns, miso aioli, 

cucumber & avocado



Spicy gochujang will 
change to  spicy miso 







The Inari will be replaced 
with an additional 
avocado nigiri





Kisami wasabi
will be removed

Hotate kataifi, 
Ebi bites and 
Kani Korokke 

will be replaced 
with Chicken 

wings with sea 
salt & lemon 

and Cauliflower
with black 

truffle goma



The Tori katzu and
Karaage chicken will be
removed and replaced
with Chicken wings and
half a portion Cauliflower
with black truffle goma

Kisami wasabi
will be removed

The pieces 
of spicy 
tuna roll will 
be replaced 
with Pink 
alaska roll

MIXED EMOTIONS

Edamame: beans with salt & lemon
Shake Tataki: salmon, daikon, cress, kizami wasabi & ponzu

Karaage: chicken with pickled red onion & wasabi caesar
Maki: pink alaska, spicy tuna and chirashi

Nigiri: tuna and salmon
Sticks: panko chicken with wasabi caesar and chicken meatballs

with chili dip, teriyaki & spring onions served on rice
£26



Wagyu maki: Kisami 
wasabi will be
removed. The Kataifi 
topping will be
replaced with root 
vegetable crisps

Ebi bites 
will be
replaced
with Beef 
sticks 
with miso 
herb 
butter

Ebi panko 
roll & Hell’s 
kitchen roll: 
The tempura
prawn will be 
replaced with 
fresh prawns, 
miso aioli, 
cucumber & 
avocado





Spicy tuna roll will
be replaced with a

Califonia roll

Crispy 
Ebi roll 
will be 

replaced 
with a

Pink 
Alaska 

roll

Kisami 
wasabi
will be 

removed

Karaage will 
be replaced 
with Beef 
sticks with 
miso herb 
butter



Spicy 
tuna roll 
will be 
replaced
with a 
Califonia 
roll

Ebi panko 
& Hell’s 

kitchen roll:
tempura 

prawn will 
be replaced 

with fresh 
prawns, 

miso aioli, 
cucumber 

& avocado

Nanban 
roll will be

replaced
with a 

Mamma 
Mia roll



Ebi panko & Hell’s kitchen roll: 
tempura prawn will be replaced 

with fresh prawns, miso aioli, 
cucumber & avocado



Ebi panko roll:
Tempura 

prawn will
be replaced 
with prawn, 

miso aioli, 
cucumber &

avocado

Spicy tuna 
roll will be 
replaced with 
Pink Alaska

Spicy tuna 
roll will be 

replaced with 
a California roll

Inari wil be
replaced with
will Hiramasa 
yaki



New York 
subway, 
Ebi panko &
Hell’s kitchen 
roll: tempura
prawn will be 
replaced
with fresh 
prawns, 
miso aioli, 
cucumber & 
avocado

The Tori katzu & Karaage chicken 
will be replaced with King oyster 
mushroom with miso herb butter and 
chicken wings with sea salt & lemon




